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RecRules: Recommending IF-THEN Rules for End-User
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ALBERTO MONGE ROFFARELLO, Politecnico di Torino
Nowadays, end users can personalize their smart devices and web applications by defining or reusing IF-THEN
rules through dedicated End-User Development (EUD) tools. Despite apparent simplicity, such tools present
their own set of issues. The emerging and increasing complexity of the Internet of Things, for example, is
barely taken into account, and the number of possible combinations between triggers and actions of different
smart devices and web applications is continuously growing. Such a large design space makes end-user
personalization a complex task for non-programmers, and motivates the need of assisting users in easily
discovering and managing rules and functionality, e.g., through recommendation techniques. In this paper, we
tackle the emerging problem of recommending IF-THEN rules to end users by presenting RecRules, a hybrid
and semantic recommendation system. Through a mixed content and collaborative approach, the goal of
RecRules is to recommend by functionality: it suggests rules based on their final purposes, thus overcoming
details like manufacturers and brands. The algorithm uses a semantic reasoning process to enrich rules with
semantic information, with the aim of uncovering hidden connections between rules in terms of shared
functionality. Then, it builds a collaborative semantic graph, and it exploits different types of path-based
features to train a learning to rank algorithm and compute top-N recommendations. We evaluate RecRules
through different experiments on real user data extracted from IFTTT, one of the most popular EUD tool.
Results are promising: they show the effectiveness of our approach with respect to other state-of-the-art
algorithms, and open the way for a new class of recommender systems for EUD that take into account the
actual functionality needed by end users.
CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Retrieval models and ranking; Recommender systems; •
Human-centered computing→ Collaborative filtering; • Theory of computation→ Semantics and
reasoning; • Computing methodologies→ Learning to rank; Knowledge representation and reasoning;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: End-User Development; Trigger-Action Programming; Internet of Things;
Hybrid Recommender System; Top-N Recommendations
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1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of interconnected objects, devices, and sensors, commonly referred to as the Internet of
Things (IoT), already helps society in many different ways, through applications ranging in scope
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from the individual to the planet [7]. As reported in recent studies [1, 22], the IoT ecosystem can be
defined from a wide perspective, by including not only physical devices, but also web applications
such as messaging services and social networks. The result is a complex network of connected
entities, either physical or virtual, that are able to interact and communicate with each other, with
humans, and with the environment. In this context, the End-User Development (EUD) vision aims
at putting customization mechanisms in the hands of end users, i.e., the subjects who are most
familiar with the actual needs to be met. Different EUD tools such as IFTTT1 and Zapier2 empower
users to customize the joint behaviors of their web applications and physical devices through the
trigger-action programming paradigm, i.e., by defining IF-THEN rules in the form of “if something
happens, then perform an action.” By exploiting wizard-based procedures, typically, users can
reuse or directly define rules such as “if I am tagged in a Facebook photo, then send me a Telegram
message”, or “if my smart car enters the home geographical area, then set a given temperature on my
Nest thermostat.”
To reuse a rule on such EUD tools, users can browse popular rules already created and shared by
other people (Figure 1). To define a rule, instead, users have to select the involved technologies, i.e.,
specific devices or web applications, and then specify the desired trigger and action (Figure 2).
(a) Rule reuse in IFTTT (b) Rule reuse in Zapier
Fig. 1. Some IF-THEN rules ordered by their popularity, shared and reusable on IFTTT (a) and Zapier (b). Due
to the growth of new supported devices and web applications, the number of shared rules is continuously
growing.
Despite the trigger-action programming paradigm can express most of the behaviors desired by
potential users [54], and it is adopted by the most common EUD tools [12], it presents its own set
of issues. The emerging and increasing complexity of the IoT ecosystem, in particular, is barely
taken into account by contemporary EUD tools, which mainly model devices and web applications
on the basis of the underlying brand or manufacturer [8]. With such a low-level of abstraction, the
1https://ifttt.com/, last visited on February 12, 2019
2https://zapier.com/, last visited on February 12, 2019
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(a) Rule definition in IFTTT (b) Rule definition in Zapier
Fig. 2. Rule composition in IFTTT (a) and Zapier (b). To define a trigger (or an action), users have to select
a device or web application by searching in large menus of supported products. With the spread of new
supported technologies, the amount of information may become too high, thus making the rule definition
process difficult.
number of possible combinations among triggers and actions of different technologies is high, and
the number of shared rules is growing. Zapier, for example, supports more than 1,000 devices and
web applications, each one with its own triggers and actions, while the number of publicly available
rules on IFTTT already exceeded 200,000 back on September, 2016 [55]. The user experience with
contemporary EUD tools is therefore put to a hard test: users are forced to know in advance
any involved technological detail, and they have to define several rules to program their IoT
ecosystem, i.e., every web application and physical device needs to be managed separately. For
instance, a user who wants to customize the behavior of her smart home through IFTTT has many
possibilities: she can define a temperature to be set on the Nest thermostat whenever her BMW
smart car is approaching the home area, or she can make the Philips Hue lamp in the kitchen turn on
whenever the Arlo security camera detects some movements. Even in such a limited scenario, the 4
mentioned technologies offer 15 triggers and 19 actions on IFTTT, thus generating 285 candidate
rules. This number is even larger if we consider specific details of each trigger and action, such as
the temperature threshold for the thermostat or the light intensity of the lamp.
As a consequence, trigger-action programming is often a complex task for non-programmers [30],
and the increasing number of supported technologies suggests the need of providing users with
more support for discovering and managing rules and related functionality [55]. We claim that this
particular type of information overload could be addressed through recommender systems, and that
recommendation techniques could improve both the reuse and the definition of trigger-action rules,
thus helping users who do not have technological and programming skills to easily customize their
smart devices and web applications. When browsing rules already created and shared by other users,
in fact, a recommender system could suggest relevant rules to be reused. When defining a new
rule, instead, a recommender system could help users to complete their rules, e.g., by dynamically
suggesting relevant rules on the basis of what the user has already defined.
In this paper, we tackle the emerging problem of recommending IF-THEN rules to end users by
presenting RecRules, a hybrid and semantic recommendation system. Through a mixed content and
collaborative approach, the goal of RecRules is to recommend by functionality: it suggests rules on
the basis of the final behaviors users would like to define, thus abstracting details such as brands
or manufactures. RecRules is designed as a top-N recommendation algorithm and it addresses
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OWL3 content-based information and collaborative user preferences in a graph-based setting to
train learning to rank techniques. By leveraging a high-level ontological model of trigger-action
programming [9], the algorithm firstly uses a semantic reasoning process to enrich IF-THEN
rules with semantic information. Such a process allows RecRules to uncover hidden connections
between rules, e.g., in terms of shared functionality. A rule for turning on a Philips Hue lamp, for
example, is functionally similar to a rule for opening the Hunter Douglas blinds, because they share
a common final goal, i.e., to light up a place. The semantically enriched rules are then combined
with collaborative information in a graph-based setting, on which RecRules extracts three different
types of path-based features, i.e., based on collaborative, technology, and functionality paths. Such
features are finally used to train a learning to rank algorithm and compute top-N recommendations.
We evaluate the proposed approach through different experiments by exploiting real data ex-
tracted from IFTTT [55]. In particular, (i) we discuss, implement, and experimentally compare 3
different learning to rank algorithms, (ii) we compare RecRules with state-of-the-art recommen-
dation algorithms, and (iii) we analyze the main characteristic of RecRules, i.e., recommending
by functionality, by exploring how the different types of path-based features influence the rec-
ommendation process. Results show that the recommendation accuracy increases by taking into
account the similarity between IF-THEN rules in terms of shared functionality, and demonstrate
the benefits of going beyond the information on the involved technologies, brands or manufactures.
Furthermore, RecRules outperforms state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms, and open the way
for a new class of recommender systems in EUD that takes into account the actual functionality
needed by end users.
To summarize, the main contributions of our work are:
• We tackle the emerging problem of IF-THEN rules recommendations: to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work in the literature that proposes a recommendation algorithm
with the aim of helping users define trigger-action rules for their Internet-enabled entities,
i.e., smart devices and web applications.
• We present, evaluate, and validate RecRules, a hybrid and semantic recommendation system
of IF-THEN rules able to combine semantic data extracted through a reasoning process and
user feedback in a graph-based setting.
• We describe and discuss the different path-based features used to train RecRules, by show-
ing their effectiveness with respect to recommendation accuracy, diversity, coverage, and
serendipity.
• We discuss the results of our work by showing that recommendation systems in the End-
User Development field should move towards recommending by functionality, rather than
suggesting rules on the basis of their popularity or involved technologies.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related works.
In Section 3 we present the main characteristics of our approach, i.e., the recommendation by
functionality, by describing the semantic information used in our work. In Section 4 we present
RecRules, our recommendation algorithm. Different evaluations of the approach are described in
Section 5, while results and limitations are discussed in Section 6. Eventually, Section 7 concludes
the paper and presents future works.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORKS
In this section, we first contextualize our research by describing the application domain of RecRules,
i.e., End-User Development in the IoT. Then, we provide an overview of the state of the art about
recommendation techniques in EUD. Finally, since RecRules is a top-N recommender system that
3https://www.w3.org/OWL/, last visited on February 12, 2019
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exploits an ontological representation of trigger-action programming, we also review previous
works about top-N and semantic recommendation algorithms.
2.1 End-User Development in the Internet of Things
End-User Development (EUD) has been defined by Lieberman et al. [35] as “a set of methods,
techniques, and tools that allow users of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software
developers, at some point to create, modify or extend a software artifact.” Starting from iCAP [13], a
visual rule-based system for PC to create context-aware applications, there has been a long story of
interest in EUD. One of the most popular paradigm to empower end users in directly programming
their devices and web applications is trigger-action programming [13, 54]. By defining trigger-
action rules, users can connect a pair of devices or web applications in such a way that, when an
event (the trigger) is detected on one of them, an action is automatically executed on the latter.
Several interfaces and platforms for trigger-action programming, such as IFTTT and Zapier, are
available as off-the-shelf products. Among such solutions, IFTTT is one of the most popular [29].
Despite their apparent simplicity, interoperability and scalability challenges remain [8], while the
expressiveness and understandability of IFTTT have been criticized since it is rather limited [29,
54, 55]. To solve these issues, numerous recent works explore new approaches to empower end
users in programming devices and web applications. Danado and Paternò developed Puzzle [11], a
mobile framework which allows end users without IT background to create, modify, and execute
applications. Brich et al. [5] report on the comparison of two different notations, i.e., rule-based
and process-oriented, in the smart home context, showing that trigger-action rules are generally
sufficient to express simple automation tasks, while processes fit well with more complex tasks.
More recently, EUD has gained interest in the IoT field as well. Akiki et al. [1] present ViSiT, an
approach that allows end users to specify transformations on IoT objects that are automatically
converted into executable workflows. Desolda et al. [12] report on the results of a study to identify
possible visual paradigms to compose trigger-action rules in the IoT, and present a model and an
architecture to execute them. Ghiani et al. [22] propose a method and a set of tools for end users to
personalize the contextual behavior of their IoT applications through trigger-action rules. Similarly,
Corno et al. propose EUPont [9], an ontological representation of End-User Development in the
IoT for the creation of abstract rules that adapt to different contextual situations.
In our work, we adopt a different approach. As pointed out by Haines et al. [24], recommendation
approaches could be useful to help end users without programming skills to use EUD systems, and
advances in EUD have expanded the opportunities for offering recommendations. Therefore, the
goal of RecRules is to directly suggest rules to be selected rather than acting on the underlying
languages and models. Recommendations could be used for assisting users in reusing rules, e.g., by
suggesting relevant rules from those publicly available, or for completing the definition of a new
rule, e.g., with suggestions that include the already defined trigger.
2.2 Recommendations for Software Engineering
Recommendation opportunities in EUD have not yet been consistently explored, and most contem-
porary EUD solutions still continue to offer limited types of suggestions, e.g., by promoting the most
popular rules, only. From the early works, EUD systems like EAGER [10] and Dynamic Macro [38]
were using simple proactive suggestions to help end users define their programs. Moreover, in the
last decade, recommendation technologies have been studied in the field of software engineering,
mainly, from systems for feature recommendations [25, 32] to tools for source code suggestions [40].
The goal of these works, however, is to assist developers, instead of end users. In the same field,
Ye and Fisher propose CodeBroker [60], a development environment that autonomously locates
and delivers task-relevant and personalized components into the current software development
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environment. Malheiros et al. [37], instead, developed a recommender system to help novice de-
velopers solve change requests in their source code. Other previous works targeting developers
aim at suggesting APIs to facilitate expert-users in performing different tasks. Duala-Ekoko and
Robillard [15] propose an approach that leverages the structural relationships between API el-
ements to make the related methods more discoverable. Nguyen et al. [42] present a novel API
recommendation approach, based on statistical learning, that taps into the predictive power of
repetitive code changes to provide relevant API recommendations. D’Souza et al. [14] developed
PyReco, an intelligent code completion system for Python that uses the mined API usages from
open source repositories to order the results according to relevance rather than the conventional
alphabetic order.
Besides developers, only a few recent works takes into account end users, e.g., by suggesting
relevant smart “things” based on user preferences and interests, to optimize the time and cost of
using IoT in a particular situation [59]. Instead of suggesting smart “things,” RecRules suggests
trigger-action rules that relate pairs of entities: to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
in the literature that proposes a recommendation algorithm with the aim of helping users define
trigger-action rules for their Internet-enabled devices and web applications.
2.3 Top-N Recommendation Systems
Referring to the top-N recommendation problem, several works have been proposed in the last
few years. One of the most popular algorithm in this field is SLIM [43], an algorithm that uses a
sparse linear method for learning a sparse aggregation coefficient matrix to be used for computing
top-N recommendations. SLIM has been extended to incorporate both users and side information
about items [44]. More recently, Wu et al. [58] propose the Collaborative Denoising Auto-Encoder
(CDAE) algorithm, a novel method for top-N recommendation that utilizes the idea of Denoising
Auto-Encoders.
Other works represent the top-N recommendation task as a ranking problem using learning to
rank. Rendle et al. [48] propose a Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) criterion for optimizing a
ranking loss. Also BPR has been extended in other works, e.g., to compute useful recommendations
in cold start scenarios (BPR-MF [19]). Shi et al. [51] developed CLiMF, a novel collaborative filtering
approach in which the model parameters are learned by directly maximizing the Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR), which is a well-known information retrieval metric for measuring the performance of
top-N recommendations. The same authors developed TFMAP [51], a model that directly maximizes
Mean Average Precision with the aim of creating an optimally ranked list of items for individual
users under a given context. TFMAP uses tensor factorization to model implicit feedback data (e.g.,
purchases, clicks) with contextual information.
In ourwork, we compare RecRuleswith several state-of-the-art top-N recommendation algorithms,
ranging from BPR-MF to Least Square SLIM [18].
2.4 Semantic-Aware Recommendation Systems
To compute top-N recommendations, RecRules follows a semantic approach able to capture the
different relationships among IF-THEN rules. Such relationships range from technology-based
similarities to similarities in terms of shared functionality, independently of the involved devices
or web applications. Several works on ontological recommender systems have been proposed in
the literature [2, 6, 41, 49] with the aim of improving the performance of recommender systems,
and to overcome some drawbacks of collaborative methods such as cold start and data sparsity.
Furthermore, in the last 10 years, the advent of the Linked Open Data (LOD) [3] initiative opened
the way for a new class of ontological recommender systems based on data freely available on the
Web. One of the first approaches that exploits LOD to build a recommender system is the work of
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Heitmann and Hayes [26]. Here, the authors demonstrate that the usage of Linked Data mitigates
the new-user, new-item, and sparsity problems of collaborative recommender systems. Fernández-
Tobías et al. [16] show a knowledge-based framework for cross-domain recommendations leveraging
DBpedia4. Khrouf and Troncy [31], instead, present a novel hybrid approach built on top of Semantic
Web for event recommendations. Their system is enhanced by the integration of a user diversity
model designed to detect user propensity towards specific topics.
Contextually to the progression of LOD-based recommender systems, recommendation methods
based on generic heterogeneous networks have recently emerged. Knowledge graph embedding
approaches, in particular, have proven to be effective to improve recommendations: they connect
various types of information related to items (e.g., genre, director, actor of a movie) in a unified
global space, which helps to develop insights on recommendation problems that are difficult to
uncover with user-item interaction data only [53]. State of-the-art methods in this context mainly
extend the latent factor model by considering similarities between items derived from paths in
a knowledge graph. Yu et al. [61], for instance, present a network-based entity recommendation
method that uses path-based latent features to represent the connectivity between users and items
along different types of paths. A global and local matrix factorization model, in particular, are
learnt by using the BPR [48] approach. Lao and Cohen [33] improve the classic Random Walk with
Restart approach by proposing a proximity measure defined as a weighted combination of path
types, called path experts, obtained by fitting a logistic regression model. Ostuni et al. propose
SPRank [47], a hybrid recommender system to compute top-N recommendations from implicit
feedback using linked data sources. SPRank directly formulates the problem of computing top-N
recommendations in the standard learning to rank setting adopted in Web search [36] by replacing
queries with users and document with items, and using user’s ratings as relevance scores. It exploits
an RDF graph, and it computes recommendations by training a learning to rank algorithm through
path-based features. SPRank has also been extended to work with explicit feedback [45]. Similarly
to SPRank, but with a more specific application area, Oramas et al. [46] describe how to create
and exploit a knowledge graph to supply a hybrid recommendation engine with information that
builds on top of a collection of documents describing musical and sound items. They link the items
to be recommended to external graphs such as WordNet and DBpedia through tags and textual
descriptions, thus semantically enriching the initial data, and they add to the knowledge graph
collaborative filtering information by connecting users to musical and sound items on the basis
of their ratings. Then, they use the resulting knowledge graph in two versions of the algorithm,
by formulating different explicit graph feature mappings based on entities and paths, respectively.
Our approach is similar to previous works based on heterogeneous networks, in the way that
we combine semantic and collaborative information to build a hybrid knowledge graph, and we
use path-based features for mining the user-item interactions. However, we exploit a semantic
reasoning process on OWL ontologies to enrich IF-THEN rules with side information. Such a
process allows the algorithm to uncover hidden connections between rules, and to capture the
meaning of different types of path-based features.
3 RECOMMENDING BY FUNCTIONALITY: KNOWLEDGE ENRICHMENT VIA
SEMANTIC REASONING
RecRules aims at suggesting rules on the basis of the final behaviors users would like to define, e.g.,
increasing the temperature in a room. The idea is to abstract details such as involved technologies,
brands or manufactures. In this way, RecRules can be exploited to compute recommendations
for yet unknown or rarely used devices or web applications, thus helping users to discover new
4http://dbpedia.org, last visited on February 12, 2019
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functionality, starting from their actual needs. The goal, in particular, is to overcome interoperability
and expressiveness issues of contemporary EUD tools for trigger-action programming. Such tools,
in fact, mainly model devices and web applications on the basis of the underlying brands or
manufacturers, thus describing the IoT ecosystem with a low-level of abstraction [9]. As a result,
trigger-action rules that differ from each other for some minor details, only, e.g., the manufacturer
of a device, are considered different even if they are conceptually similar. A user that has already
defined a rule for turning on her Philips Hue lamp in the kitchen, however, could be also interested
in turning on her LIFX lamp in the bedroom, or in opening the living room blinds. Specifically, she
could be interested in the following rules:
R1 “if the kitchen Nest Cam recognizes me, then turn on the kitchen Philips Hue”
R2 “if the living room Homeboy Cam detects a movement, then open the Hunter Douglas blinds”
R3 “if I open the SmartThings bedroom door, then turn on the bedroom LIFX lamp.”
Even if they share a common goal, i.e., to light up a room, R1, R2, and R3 are considered
different in contemporary EUD tools because they refer to different manufacturers. With such
a technological-centric approach, the users experience with EUD tools is very limited, and the
actual end-user needs’ are not taken into account. As suggested by Ur et al. [55], the continuous
growth of trigger-action programming in the real world, and its application to a range of online
services and physical devices, suggests the need to provide users with more support for discovering
functionality, i.e., the behaviors that rules aim to define.
Fig. 3. A partial view of the hierarchy of some lighting and temperature-related actions modeled in EUPont.
Rectangles are OWL classes, while ovals are OWL individuals, that in this case represent actions of the IFTTT
ecosystem.
To capture the similarities between R1, R2, and R3, thus characterizing them on the basis
of their final purpose, we exploit a semantic reasoning process that enrich IF-THEN rules with
semantic information. Differently from previous works on semantic recommender systems, that
simply associate items with relevant entities defined in online semantic datasets [21], the usage
of reasoning capabilities allows RecRules to capture detailed information and to discover hidden
relationships between trigger-action rules, e.g., in terms of shared functionality. The reasoning
process uses an OWL high-level representation of trigger-action programming, named EUPont [9].
EUPont allows the classification of trigger-action rules by considering the behaviors they aim to
define, by abstracting triggers and actions independently of the involved technologies, brands,
manufacturers, and user context. The EUPont representation can be instantiated and used to model
rules of any EUD tools for trigger-action programming, including the most complex ones that
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allow multiple triggers and actions. With its hierarchical functionality representation (Figure 3),
the similarities between R1, R2, and R3 can be retrieved by semantically reasoning on the classes
and super-classes of the involved triggers and actions. Both the actions “turn on the Philips Hue
lamp” (R1) and “turn on the LIFX lamp” (R3), for example, are instances of the Turn Lights On
action class, which is a subclass of the Illuminate action class. Furthermore, the action “open the
Hunter Douglas blinds” (R2) is an instance of the Open Blinds class, which is a sibling class with
respect to the Turn Lights On one. The semantic reasoning process is detailed in Section 4.3.1.
4 RECRULES
RecRules is designed as a hybrid and semantic recommendation system for suggesting IF-THEN
rules to end users. In this section, we first describe the underlying semantic model we used in
the recommendation process. Then, we formulate the addressed problem, and we describe our
approach by detailing the different parts of our algorithm.
4.1 Knowledge Graph Model
Linked Open Data (LOD) datasets can be viewed as vast decentralized knowledge graphs, where
nodes correspond to RDF5 entities, and labeled edges are properties connecting them. Furthermore,
the semantic graph can be enriched with collaborative filtering information by embedding the
collaborative filtering problem in the semantic graph as well, where users and items to be rec-
ommended are the nodes, and users’ feedback, either implicit or explicit, are the links [45]. By
reasoning on OWL ontologies, the semantic graph can be further enriched with the additional
properties and features given by OWL classes and sub-classes (Figure 4).
Fig. 4. The knowledge graph built in RecRules. Users are connected to rules by means of feedback relationships.
Rules are in turn connected to RDF individuals through individual relationships, and to OWL classes through
class relationships.
The resulting multi-relational graph can be modeled as a directed graph G = {V , Σ} where V
denotes the set of vertices and Σ indicates the set of properties that connect them. In our model,
the set of vertices is defined as V = U ∪ R ∪ I ∪C , where u ∈ U are users, r ∈ R are rules, i ∈ I are
RDF individuals, and c ∈ C are OWL classes.
Semantic properties may have different nature, so each property is labeled with one label from
the set L = {F ,E,T }. The set of properties Σ ⊆ V ×V × L is the union of such different types of
relationships, i.e., Σ = ΣF ∪ ΣE ∪ ΣT :
5https://www.w3.org/RDF/, last visited on February 12, 2019
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• ΣF ⊆ U × R × {F } represents the set of feedback relationships (label F), which connects users
to rules;
• ΣE ⊆ I × R × {E} ∪ I × I × {E} represents the set of entity relationships (label E), which
connects rules with RDF individuals, or RDF individuals among themselves;
• ΣT ⊆ C × R × {T } ∪ C × C × {T } represents the set of type relationships (label T), which
connects rules with OWL classes, or OWL classes among themselves.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Given the described model, the problem is formulated as follows. Considering the set of all usersU ,
and the set of all rules R, the user profile of each user u ∈ U is defined as Hu = {r ∈ R | rˆur ∈ Rˆ},
where:
• in case of explicit feedback, Rˆ is the user-item matrix, with each rˆur ∈ R representing the
rating of the user u on the rule r ;
• in case of implicit feedback, Rˆ is the implicit feedback matrix, with each rˆur ∈ R representing
the implicit relevance of the rule r for the user u.
Regardless of the feedback type, the matching between user interests and rule content for each
user-rule pair (u, r ) ∈ U × R is mapped in the feature vector ®xur ∈ RD , where D is the dimension
of the feature space: each component xur ∈ R represents the connection of the rule r to the user
u according to a specific feature k . The definition of the features is detailed in Section 4.3.2. In
particular, we rely on different types of path-based features, able to characterize the interaction
between users and rules with respect to collaborative information, technology-based similarities,
and functionality-based similarities. Eventually, the training set TS and the recommendation set








{< u, r , ®xur , rˆ ∗ur > | r ∈ (R\Hu )} (2)
The final goal of the recommender system is to learn a scoring function from the training data
TS able to predict rˆ ∗ur , in order to replicate for each user their perfect ranking.
4.3 Recommendation Approach
The architecture of RecRules is shown in Figure 5. The algorithm has been implemented in Java by
using the Linked Open Data Recommender Systems Library [45] (lodreclib6), and it is composed
of two main phases, i.e., Knowledge Graph Construction and Learning, joined by a contextual
filter (User Context Filter). The implementation we adopted for our experiments is available at
https://git.elite.polito.it/public-projects/recrules.
4.3.1 Knowledge Graph Construction. Starting from a set of recommendable IF-THEN rules and the
users’ history, i.e., which rules have been already defined or reused, RecRules first build a knowledge
graph that combines RDF individuals, OWL classes, and collaborative information. Individuals, in
particular, represent the technology information that characterize the involved rules, i.e., involved
devices and web applications. Classes, instead, represent the functionality information that are used
to characterize the rules in terms of their final goal, independently of the involved technological
details.
6https://github.com/sisinflab/lodreclib, last visited on February 12, 2019
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Fig. 5. A schematic representation of the RecRules algorithm.
Fig. 6. The knowledge graph built by RecRules by considering the rules R1 and R2, reported in Section 3. Rules
are linked with individuals (ovals), i.e., the technology information, classes (rectangles), i.e., functionality
information, and users, i.e., collaborative information.
Figure 6 shows an example of a simple knowledge graph built by considering R1 and R2, already
reported in Section 3. Both rules have been extracted from the dataset exploited in the evaluation
and rephrased for the sake of readability:
R1 “if the kitchen Nest Cam recognizes me, then turn on the kitchen Philips Hue;”
R2 “if the living room Homeboy Cam detects a movement, then open the Hunter Douglas blinds.”
In the remainder of this section, we describe the creation of the graph, and we show how it is
used in the recommendation process. In the example, we deliberately chose to represent a simple
scenario with 2 users and 2 rules, only, to allow a better understanding of the underlying process.
In a normal recommendation process, the algorithm models much more complex scenarios, where
multiple users and rules are connected through different complex paths.
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Semantic Linking & Graph Instantiation. To build a semantic graph such as the one reported
in Figure 6, trigger-action rules need to be linked to ontological sources. Different techniques and
available ontological sources can be used for this purpose: the identification of entities in text-based
resources is a well-known task in the Natural Language Processing community and it has recently
gained momentum thanks to the availability of knowledge bases publicly available on the Web [50].
In our work, we link trigger-action rules with the EUPont ontology. Since the dataset exploited in
the evaluation (Section 5) is composed of trigger-action rules extracted from IFTTT, we exploit
the instantiation of EUPont for IFTTT7, that offers a hierarchical functionality representation of
more than 500 triggers and actions supported by the popular platform. For linking rules to such
an ontology, in particular, we use the translation procedure described in [8], with which triggers
and actions are linked to the corresponding ontological entities on the basis of their description
and the involved devices and web applications. After the linking process, RecRules instantiates a
semantic graph by adding the trigger-action rules to be recommended, and by connecting them
to the technology information that can already be extracted from contemporary EUD tools. Such
information are represented as RDF individuals, while their connections as entity relationships. In
the graph of Figure 6 individuals are represented as ovals, and their connections as the hasAction,
hasTrigger, isOfChannel, and hasCategory entity relationships. The rule “if the kitchen’s Nest
Cam recognizes me, then turn on the kitchen Philips Hue” (R1) is therefore linked with the Nest Cam
User Recognized trigger and with the Philips Hue Turn Light On action, for example.
Semantic Reasoning Process. To enrich IF-THEN rules with semantic information, and to char-
acterize them in terms of shared functionality, we use a semantic reasoning process. The process
analyzes triggers and actions of each rule, and recursively extracts their OWL classes and super-
classes that represent the hierarchical characterization of triggers and actions offered by EUPont
(functionality information, represented as rectangles in Figure 6). Such information are then linked
in the form of OWL classes to the involved IF-THEN rules by means of the triggerFunctionality,
actionFunctionality, and subclassOf type relationships. To implement the semantic reasoning
process, RecRules uses OWL API [27], a high level Application Programming Interface (API) for
working with OWL ontologies in Java, and the HermiT reasoner [23]. A semantic reasoner is a piece
of software able to infer logical consequences from a set of asserted facts or axioms. HermiT, in
particular, supports several specialized reasoning services such as class and property classification,
as well as a range of features outside the OWL standard such as DL-safe rules and description
graphs. We employ it to discover all the EUPont classes that can be used to characterize a trigger
or an action, including the cases in which this information is not explicitly available, e.g., when a
trigger or an action can be classified under different branches of the EUPont hierarchy. The rule
“if the living room Homeboy Cam detects a movement, then open the Hunter Douglas blinds” (R2),
for example, is connected both to the Lighting Action and the Temperature Action hierarchy
branches (Figure 6).
Collaborative Filtering Mapping. The last part of Knowledge Graph Construction phase is
the Collaborative Filtering Mapping, with which RecRules adds collaborative information to the
semantic graph, i.e., how the rules are used and supported by the community of end users. In this
way, the algorithm is able to discriminate between relevant rules, i.e., rules that are appreciated by
the users, and not relevant rules, i.e., rules that are not appreciated and therefore should not be
recommended. To add such feedback relationships, the algorithm defines a labeling function
7available at http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/eupont-ifttt.owl
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γ : R −→ {relevant, not relevant} (3)
Different strategies can be used to define the labeling function, ranging from implicit feedback
metrics (e.g., how many times a rule has been reused by other users), to explicit feedback metrics
(e.g., rule ratings). In our evaluation of the approach (Section 5) we exploit a Graded Implicit
Feedback [34] strategy by normalizing between 1 and 5 the number of times a rule has been reused
by others.
4.3.2 Learning. The generated semantic graph is then used in the Learning phase to extract differ-
ent types of path-based features and to train a learning to rank model. Depending on the user for
whom the recommendations need to be computed, the graph can be dynamically filtered through
the User Context Filter. After the filtering process, the graph is restricted to trigger-action rules that
can be actually recommended to that user, i.e., the rules involving devices or web applications that
the user is authorized to control.
Path-Based Features Extraction. To recommend IF-THEN rules, RecRules exploit the under-
lying connections modeled in the semantic graph. From the graph, in particular, the algorithm
extracts path-based features able to characterize the interaction between users and rules. Given the
sets of users U and rules R, a path pu,r is an acyclic sequence of adjacent relationships of length
greater or equal than 2 that links a user u ∈ U to a rule r ∈ R in the semantic graph. The first step
of the path pu,r links the user u to a rule belonging to her user profile Hu , while the rest of the
path reaches the terminal rule r that does not necessarily belong to the user profile. Thanks to the
information coded in the semantic graph, RecRules is able to distinguish paths on the basis of their
meaning:
• Collaborative Paths. A collaborative path involves feedback relationships, only, i.e., it con-
nects a user to a rule by means of other users. Considering the property labels L, collaborative
paths have the form (F , F , F , ..., F ). Figure 7 shows a collaborative path extracted from the
semantic graph of Figure 6. Here, u1 is linked to r2 by means of the path p1u1,r2 = {relevant,
relevant−1, relevant}. Besides this simple example, the algorithm is able to deal with more
complex collaborative paths, i.e., that involve multiple rules connected through feedback
relationships.
• Technology Paths. A technology path is a path that, excluding the first relationship, in-
volves entity relationships, only, i.e., it connects a user to a rule by means of technological
information. Technology paths have the form (F ,E,E, ...,E). Figure 8 shows a technology path
extracted from the semantic graph of Figure 6. Here, u1 is linked to r2 by means of the path
p2u1,r2 = {relevant, hasTrigger, isOfChannel, hasCategory, hasCateдory−1, isO f Channel−1,
hasTriддer−1}. Besides this simple example, the algorithm is able to deal with more complex
technology paths, i.e., that involve multiple rules connected through entity relationships.
• Functionality Paths. A functionality path is a path that, excluding the first relationship,
involves type relationships, only, i.e., it connects a user to a rule by means of functionality
information. Functionality paths have the form (F ,T ,T ...T ). Figure 9 shows a functionality
path extracted from the semantic graph of Figure 6. Here,u1 is linked to r2 bymeans of the path
p3u1,r2 = {relevant, actionFunctionality, subClassOf, subClassO f −1, actionFunctionality−1}.
Also in this case, besides this simple example, the algorithm is able to deal with more complex
technology paths, i.e., that involve multiple rules connected through type relationships.
We define the signature k of a path pu,r as the sequence of the actual properties traversed by the
path. The signature k = 1 of the path p1u1,r2 is, for example, {relevant, relevant−1, relevant}. Each
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Fig. 7. Connection between User 1 and Rule 2 through a collaborative path.
Fig. 8. Connection between R1 and R2 through a technology path.
Fig. 9. Connection between R1 and R2 through a functionality path.
distinct signature k maps to a distinct dimension xur (k) of the feature vector ®xur . Considering a path
with signature k , in particular, the feature component xur (k) is computed by counting #pu,r (k), i.e.,
how many instances of paths having signature k exist between a user u and a rule r. For the graph
of Figure 6, for example, #pu1,r2 (1) = 2, since there are 2 instances of the path {relevant, relevant−1,
relevant} that connect u1 to r2. To compare features between different users, we follow the strategy
of Di Noia et al. [45] by introducing a user-based normalization. At the end, the components of the
feature vector are computed with the following formula:
xur (k) = #pu,r (k) −minw ∈R (#pu,w (k))maxw ∈R (#pu,w (k)) −minw ∈R (#pu,w (k)) (4)
Equation (4) represents the importance of the path of type k between user u and rule r.
Model Training. To finally compute top-N recommendations, a ranking model from training
data is built using a learning to rank technique. The goal of the Model Training phase is to learn a
scoring function in such a way the model can sort new items according to their relevance. Different
techniques can be used for this purpose. They can be classified into three main categories: pointwise,
pairwise, and listwise. In our evaluation of RecRules (Section 5) we explore three standard learning
to rank algorithms, one for each learning to rank category.
• Pointwise Learning to Rank. Pointwise approaches look at a single instance at a time, and
transform the ranking problem into a regression or a classification one. In particular, they
take a single instance at a time, and train a classifier (or a regressor) to predict its relevance.
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Each instance is therefore independent from each other, and the final ranking is achieved
by simply sorting the result list looking at the predicted scores. For the pointwise category,
RecRules uses Random Forest [4], an algorithm that constructs a multitude of decision trees
at training time and outputs the class label for classification (or the mean prediction for
regression) of the individual trees.
• Pairwise Learning to Rank. Pairwise approaches look at a pair of instances at a time, and
try to find out their optimal ordering. The goal for a pairwise ranker is to minimize the
number of inversions in ranking, i.e., cases where the pair of results are in the wrong order
relative to the ground truth. For the pairwise category, RecRules uses RankBoost [17], an
algorithm that builds a linear combination of weak rankers, and optimizes a loss function
based on the exponential difference between the relevance of pairs of items.
• Listwise Learning to Rank. Listwise approaches directly look at the entire list of instances.
In particular, they try to come up with the optimal ordering by minimizing a loss function
defined over the ranked list of instances. For the listwise category, RecRules uses Lamb-
daMart [57] (LMART), an algorithm that exploits the normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (nDCG) metric for fitting the parameters of the regression trees
5 EVALUATION
We evaluated RecRules through different experiments. First, we assessed the effectiveness of rec-
ommending by functionality by exploring the accuracy of 3 learning to rank techniques trained
with different types of path-based features. Finally, we compared RecRules with state-of-the-art
collaborative filtering, ranking-oriented, and semantic-aware recommendation algorithms.
In the remainder of this section, we first provide a description of the evaluation process. Then,
we report on the results coming from the different evaluations.
5.1 Evaluation Description
5.1.1 Exploited Dataset. Our evaluations are based on a dataset of trigger-action rules extracted
from IFTTT [55], one of the most popular EUD tools. To the best of our knoweldge, this is the only
publicly available dataset of IF-THEN rules defined and shared by different users. It was obtained by
Ur et al. [55] with a web scrape of the IFTTT platform as of September 2016. The dataset contains
295,156 rules created and shared by 129,206 different authors, and has a high degree of sparsity
(97.51%, Table 1).





Table 2 shows a rule extracted from the dataset. Beside the information about the trigger (Trigger
Channel, Trigger, and Trigger Description) and the action (Action Channel, Action, and Action
Description), each rule includes data about the author who created it (Author), a description of the
entire rule (Description), and the information about how many times the rule has been reused by
other users (Shares). According to the dataset, some rules were reused more than 400,000 times,
while others were reused only by one user (M=837.79, SD=9452.77, ranдe=1 : 476355). We used this
information to calculate the labeling function γ (Eq. 3), in order to define relevant and not relevant
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Table 2. Example of a rule stored in the IFTTT dataset exploited for the evaluation.
Field Value
Id 100301
Description Save Soundcloud likes to Google Drive.
Author gigaphon
Trigger Channel SoundCloud
Trigger New public like
Trigger Description This Trigger fires every time you like a public track.
Action Channel Google Drive
Action Upload file from URL
Action Description This Action will download a file at a given URL and add it to Google Drive
at the path you specify. NOTE: 30 MB file size limit.
Shares 2.2k
rules. As suggested in [34], instead of randomly choosing negative data points, we computed a




relevant, if GIF > 3
not relevant, otherwise
(5)
The threshold was empirically set to 3 to obtain two homogeneous groups. Our idea was to
promote rules that were already reused by a consistent number of users. Table 3 reports the
distribution stemming from the labeling function γ : at the end, 45.88% of the rules were considered
as “not relevant”, while the remaining 54.12% were considered as “relevant.” Finally, since the
dataset does not contain any information about which devices or web applications can be actually
controlled by each user, we set up the User Context Filter by supposing that each user is authorized to
control any connected entity. For all the experiments, we follow a k-fold cross-validation approach
by randomly splitting up the dataset into 10 groups. Similarly, the tuning of the parameters in the
learning to rank algorithms was performed through cross validation on validation data obtained by
selecting 15% of items for each user from the original dataset.
Table 3. Distribution of the computed Graded Implicit Feedback (GIF), obtained by normalizing between 1
and 5 the number of shares.
GIF Label Coverage
1 not relevant 32.46%




5.1.2 Evaluation Protocol. In all the evaluations, we used the “all unrated items” methodology [52],
that consists in computing a top-N recommendation list for each user and by predicting a score for
every item not rated by that particular user, including those that are not in the test set. The main
assumption in this methodology is that all the unrated items are considered to be irrelevant for the
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user, with the effect of underestimating the recommendation quality. However, the user experience
in top-N recommendation applications depends on the ranking of all items. This implies that, in
this case, the “all unrated items” methodology is more suitable than the “rated test-items,” where
only the test data are considered for generating the top-N recommendations [52].
We used different metrics for investigating the results. All of them were computed for each
single user and then averaged. In particular, we measured the recommendation accuracy with three
standard performance metrics, i.e., precision, recall, and normalized discounted cumulative gain.
For the definition of the metrics, we considered:
• R, i.e., the set of all the trigger-action rules;
• S , i.e., the set of top-N recommendations;
• m+,N , i.e., the number of recommendations in S that are relevant;
• m+, i.e., the number of all relevant rules.
Precision represents the fraction of the top-N recommended rules that are relevant among all





Recall represents the fraction of the top-N recommended rules that are relevant over the total





Differently from precision and recall, which are binary metrics that consider the relevance of the
items, only, normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) can handle graded values by
taking into account both relevance and rank position. Given rˆur j , i.e., the GIF of u to the rule r j
in the j-th position of the recommended rules S , and IDCG@N , i.e., a normalization factor that









In addition to precision, recall, and nDCG, we used diversity, coverage, and serendipity met-
rics to investigate our results beyond accuracy. Standard accuracy metrics, in fact, cannot measure
all the different aspects of a recommendation process, and the recommendations that are most
accurate according to the standard metrics are sometimes not the recommendations that are most
useful to users [39].
Diversity measures how dissimilar recommended items are for a user. A popular metric for
measuring diversity is the Intra-List Similarity (ILS) [63]. We used the Jaccard similarity coefficient
J to calculate the similarity between 2 rules in terms of technologies, i.e., involved devices or web
applications. We firstly defined τ(r ) as the set of technologies involved in triggers and actions of a
given rule r . Then, we define ILS as
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J (τ(ri ), τ(r j )) (9)
The Jaccard similarity coefficient measures similarity between finite sample sets, e.g., A and B.
The coefficient is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the
sample sets:
J (A,B) = |A ∩ B ||A ∪ B | (10)
In our case, A = τ(ri ) and B = τ(r j ) represent the set of technologies involved in triggers and
actions of 2 different rules.
Coverage represents the percentage of things (items, users, or ratings) that the recommender
system is able to recommend. Not being able to predict a particular set of users or items is usually
caused by an insufficient number of ratings, and is generally known as the cold start problem. In
our work, we used the item coverage metric, i.e., the number total number of recommended rules
(n) over the total number of trigger-action rules
COV@N = n|R | 100 (11)
Serendipity is the measure of how surprising the successful or relevant recommendations are.
We assessed serendipity through the unserendipity metric [62], by using the Jaccard similarity
coefficient J to measure the technological similarity in terms of involved devices or web applications
between rules in the user’s profile (Hu ) and new recommendations in S . Lower values of this metric
indicate that recommendations deviate from a user’s traditional behavior, and hence are more
surprising. For a given user u, in particular, unserendipity is defined as





J (τ(ri ), τ(r j ))
20 (12)
5.2 Evaluation I: Effectiveness of the Functionality Features
In the first evaluation, we analyzed the main characteristic of RecRules, i.e., recommending by
functionality, by exploring to what extent the different types of path-based features influence the
recommendation process. For this purpose, we explored the accuracy of 3 learning to rank techniques
for the Model Training phase of RecRules, i.e., Random Forest, RankBoost, and LambdaMart, in two
different configurations. In particular, i) we first trained the algorithms by exploiting collaborative
and technology paths (RecRulesct ), only, and ii) we then trained the same algorithms by using all
the collaborative, technology, and functionality paths (RecRulesct f ), with the aim of understanding
whether the functionality information improved the recommendation process.
Table 4 reports the results in terms of precision, recall, and nDCG for each learning to rank
algorithm in the RecRulesct configuration. As shown in the table, Random Forest and LambdaMart
(the pointwise and listwised approaches, respectively) provided similar results, and performed
better than RankBoost (the pairwise approach) in all the three metrics.
Table 5 reports the results in terms of precision, recall, and nDCG for each learning to rank
algorithm in the RecRulesct f configuration. Also in this case, the results for Random Forest and
LambdaMart are similar, and, in average, such two algorithms performed better than RankBoost
for all the three metrics.
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Table 4. Comparative results of three learning to rank algorithms trained with collaborative and technolgy-
based features, only. Results are the average of 5 equals experiments.
Category prec@5 rec@5 nDCG@5 prec@10 rec@10 nDCG@10
Random Forest Pointwise 0.1077 0.2090 0.4920 0.0772 0.2901 0.5830
RankBoost Pairwise 0.0743 0.1309 0.4558 0.0570 0.1998 0.5515
LambdaMart Listwise 0.0900 0.1918 0.4884 0.0633 0.2589 0.5756
Table 5. Comparative results of three learning to rank algorithms in RecRules trained with collaborative,
technology, and functionality-based features. Results are the average of 5 equals experiments.
Category prec@5 rec@5 nDCG@5 prec@10 rec@10 nDCG@10
Random Forest Pointwise 0.1211 0.2177 0.5054 0.0813 0.3019 0.6452
RankBoost Pairwise 0.0967 0.1894 0.4861 0.0660 0.2536 0.5753
LambdaMart Listwise 0.1115 0.2123 0.4893 0.0858 0.2941 0.5754
Furthermore, as shown in Table 4 and Table 5, the exploitation of functionality paths in the
recommendation process resulted in an increase of the recommendation accuracy. By extracting
similarities between rules in terms of shared functionality RecRules is therefore able to uncover
useful hidden connections between rules that cannot be identified in contemporary EUD tools.
Ideally, this could introduce numerous advantages: the algorithm could overcome technological
constraints, and suggest IF-THEN rules even for rarely used devices and web applications, on the
basis of the actual user’s needs. To investigate such an hypothesis, we analyzed the recommendations
computed by the 2 RecRules configurations with diversity (ILS), coverage (COV), and serendipity
(UNSER) metrics. The goal was to go beyond accuracy, thus identifying other advantages of
recommending by functionality. Table 6 reports the results for the ILS, COV, and UNSER metrics
for RecRulesct and RecRulesct f using Random Forest.
Table 6. Diversity (ILS metric), coverage (COV metric), and serendipity (UNSER metric) results for RecRulesct
and RecRulesct f using Random Forest. Results are the average of 5 equals experiments.
ILS@10 COV@10 UNSER@10
RecRulesct 0.1088 13.94% 0.6774
RecRulesct f 0.0439 13.57% 0.6243
While the 2 versions of the algorithm computed recommendations that resulted in similar
coverage and serendipity, recommendations computed by RecRulesct f were less similar in terms
of involved technologies with respect to the suggestions proposed by RecRulesct (ILS = 0.0439
vs. ILS = 0.1088, respectively). This confirms that, by using functionality-based features, RecRules
encourages the recommendation of IF-THEN rules for controlling new devices and web applications,
without affecting accuracy.
5.3 Evaluation II: Comparison With Other Algorithms
Beside investigating the effectiveness of the functionality-based features, we compared RecRules in
its best setting, i.e., RecRulesct f with Random Forest, with state-of-the-art collaborative filtering,
ranking-oriented and semantic recommendation algorithms, namely:
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• Item-KNN. The Item-KNN algorithm used for the evaluation is a baseline item-based K-
Nearest Neighbours (KNN) algorithm [20]. KNN is a non-parametric, lazy learning method
that uses a database in which the data points, i.e., the items, are separated into several
clusters to make inference for new samples. Item-KNN does not make any assumptions on
the underlying data distribution but it relies on item feature similarity.
• User-KNN. The User-KNN algorithm used for the evaluation is a baseline user-based K-
Nearest Neighbours algorithm [20]. Differently from Item-KNN, User-KNN recommends
items by analyzing similar users: it firstly finds the K-nearest neighbors to a specific user a,
and it then predicts the rating that a will give to all items the k neighbors have consumed
but a has not.
• Soft Margin Ranking MF. The Soft Margin Ranking Matrix Factorization is a matrix fac-
torization model for item ranking which uses ordinal regression score as loss function [56].
Matrix factorization methods represent the state-of-the-art for rating prediction tasks.
• BPR-MF. The BPR-MF algorithm [19] is a hybrid extension of the Bayesian personalized
ranking (BPR) [48] that learns a linear mapping on the user/item features from the factoriza-
tion matrix. This extension of BPR is able to compute useful recommendations in cold-start
scenarios.
• BPR-SLIM. The BPR-SLIM algorithm is an extension of the SLIM algorithm [43] that uses
the BPR criterion. SLIM, in particular, uses a Sparse Linear method for learning a sparse
aggregation coefficient matrix.
• WRMF. The WRMF algorithm [28] is a weighted matrix factorization method that interprets
the number of times an item is observed by a user as a measure for the user preference, and
uses regularization to prevent overfitting.
• Least Square SLIM. The Least Square SLIM algorithm is a variant of the SLIM algorithm
in which the the model is learned using a coordinate descent algorithm with soft threshold-
ing [18].
• Item Attribute KNN. The Item Attribute KNN algorithm used for the evaluation is an
attribute-based K-Nearest Neighbours approach [20]. Besides items, users, and ratings, the
algorithm can access other types of side information in the form of item attributes. In our
evaluation, we provided the algorithm with the semantic information used in RecRules, i.e.,
OWL classes and super-classes of each trigger and action according to the EUPont ontology.
• BPR-Linear. BPR-Linear [19] is a hybrid matrix factorization method able to work with
sparse datasets. As for the Item Attribute KNN algorithm, BPR-Linear is able to manage side
information. Also in this case, we enriched the algorithm with the semantic information
provided by EUPont.
• EntityGraph-Embedding.The Entity Graph-Embedding is a hybrid semantic recommender
system proposed by Oramas et al. [46]. The algorithm exploits a knowledge graph and two
different embedding approaches to encode knowledge graph information into a linear feature
representation. In the Entity Graph-Embedding, in particular, features are calculated by
analyzing the neighborhood of each entity composing the knowledge graph.
To compute the recommendations with Item-KNN, User-KNN, Soft Margin Ranking MF, BPR-MF,
BPR-SLIM, WRMF, Least Square SLIM, Item Attribute KNN, and BPR-Linear we used MyMedi-
aLite [20], a publicly available software library for recommender systems. For implementing the
Entity-Based Graph-Embedding algorithm, instead, we used the lodreclib library [45], by building
the same knowledge graph built in RecRules, i.e., with the semantic information of EUPont.
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Table 7. Comparison of RecRules with other state-of-the-arts algorithms in terms of precision, recall, and
normalized discounted cumulative gain on top-N recommendations (with N=5 and 10). Results are the average
of 5 equals experiments.
prec@5 rec@5 nDCG@5 prec@10 rec@10 nDCG@10
RecRulesct f 0.1211 0.2177 0.5054 0.0813 0.3019 0.6452
Item-KNN 0.0847 0.1807 0.1939 0.0514 0.2383 0.2095
User-KNN 0.0961 0.2103 0.2410 0.0520 0.2277 0.2419
Soft Margin Ranking MF 0.0760 0.1716 0.1942 0.0452 0.2019 0.1905
BPR-MF 0.1085 0.1898 0.2082 0.0664 0.2148 0.2131
BPR-SLIM 0.1110 0.1976 0.2224 0.0616 0.2200 0.2216
WRMF 0.1155 0.2045 0.2228 0.0618 0.2217 0.2223
Least Square SLIM 0.1105 0.1970 0.2196 0.0604 0.2158 0.2229
Item Attribute KNN 0.0273 0.0845 0.2398 0.0207 0.1302 0.2357
BPR-Linear 0.0504 0.1708 0.2957 0.0356 0.2383 0.2890
Entity Graph-Embedding 0.0975 0.1918 0.4728 0.0656 0.2467 0.5625
Table 7 reports the results of the comparison evaluation in terms of accuracy metrics. Looking at
the results, RecRules outperformed baseline collaborative filtering methods (i.e., Item-KNN and User-
KNN) and Matrix Factorization approaches (i.e., Soft Margin Ranking MF, BPR-MF, and WRMF)
in terms of precision, recall, and nDCG. Furthermore, RecRules also outperformed other hybrid
learning to rank methods such as BPR-SLIM and Least Square SLIM. This suggests that using
semantic information improved the recommendation accuracy. Moreover, by comparing RecRules
with Item Attribute KNN and BPR-Linear, i.e., the 2 algorithms that used semantic information
as item attributes, we can conclude that, in addition to the semantic information, the usage of
an underlying graph provided clear advantages in terms of recommendation accuracy. Indeed,
the usage of semantic information in a graph based setting, along with the extraction of different
path-based features, resulted in an increase of precision, recall, and nDCG.
The benefits of the path-based features used in RecRules, in particular, can be glimpsed by looking
at the results of the Entity Graph-Embedding approach. The Entity Graph-Embedding outperformed
all the evaluated state of the art algorithms in terms of recommendation accuracy: it provided
results in line with those obtained with RecRules, especially for what concern the nDCG metric.
This further confirms the benefits of using a graph based model in our domain. Moreover, precision,
recall, and nDCG were slightly higher with RecRules: we can reasonably conclude that capturing
connections between IF-THEN rules in terms of shared functionality by means of functionality
paths , i.e., the most important feature of RecRules, is a promising approach.
To further investigate the potential of RecRules, we repeated our analysis of diversity, cov-
erage, and serendipity by looking at the recommendations of the previous state-of-the-art ap-
proaches.Table 8, in particular, reports the results of the ILS, COV, and UNSER metrics for all the
evaluated algorithms.
Only the recommendations computed with the Entity Graph-Embedding approach covered a
higher number of rules with respect to RecRules (COV = 18.72% vs.COV = 13.57%, respectively), but
its recommendations were in general less surprising than the rules suggested by RecRules (UNSER =
0.9812 vs.UNSER = 0.6243, respectively). Looking at the table, also the recommendations computed
by the other 2 algorithms that used semantic information, i.e., Item Attribute KNN and BPR-
Linear, were in general less surprising than the rules suggested by RecRules: this may suggest that
using different semantic path-based features, based on technology, collaborative, and functionality
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Table 8. Comparison of RecRules with other state-of-the-arts algorithms in terms of diversity (ILS metric),
coverage (COV metric), and serendipity (UNSER metric) on top-N recommendations (with N=10). Results are
the average of 5 equals experiments.
ILS@10 COV@10 UNSER@10
RecRulesct f 0.0439 13.57% 0.6243
Item-KNN 0.0362 4.53% 0.0167
User-KNN 0.0476 3.14% 0.0129
Soft Margin Ranking MF 0.0419 3.64% 0.0208
BPR-MF 0.0571 3.66% 0.5083
BPR-SLIM 0.0685 5.18% 0.5360
WRMF 0.0857 4.28% 0.5253
Least Square SLIM 0.0476 3.46% 0.4851
Item Attribute KNN 0.1125 12.01% 1.1616
BPR-Linear 0.1328 11.90% 1.2695
Entity Graph-Embedding 0.0471 18.72% 0.9812
information, resulted in a higher serendipity. Furthermore, even if the RecRules suggestions were
in general less surprising than the rules suggested by the other collaborative filtering and ranking-
oriented methods, i.e., Item-KNN, User-KNN, Soft Margin Ranking MF, BPR-MF, BPR-SLIM, WRMF,
and Least Square SLIM, recommendations computed by RecRules were less similar in terms of
involved technologies, brands, andmanufacturers with respect to the majority of the other evaluated
algorithms: only for the Item-KNN and Soft Margin Ranking MF the ILS metric was slightly lower.
6 DISCUSSION
We evaluated RecRules through different experiments by leveraging a dataset of trigger-action rules
extracted from IFTTT [55], one of the most popular EUD platforms. Results show that RecRules
outperformed several state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms, demonstrating that the usage
of semantic information in a graph based setting, along with the extraction of different path-based
features, resulted in an increase of different metrics.
In terms of accuracy metrics, i.e., precision, recall, nDCG, RecRules outperformed all the other
evaluated approaches, ranging from baseline collaborative filtering methods, e.g., Item-KNN and
User-KNN, to other semantic-based approaches that used the same underlying semantic information,
e.g., Entity Graph-Embedding. Furthermore, the usage of different semantic path-based features
increased the coverage and the diversity of the computed recommendations, by allowing RecRules
to remain competitive (and in some cases better) in terms of serendipity. Moreover, functionality
paths increased the recommendation accuracy of the explored learning to rank approaches: this
suggest that the main characteristic of RecRules, i.e., recommending by functionality, is effective in
suggesting trigger-action rules, and could help end users discover new rules based on their final
purpose, rather than the involved devices and web applications.
Our approach is therefore able to uncover useful hidden connections between rules that cannot be
identified in contemporary EUD tools and through conventional and established recommendation
systems based on popularity or involved technologies. While a conventional recommender system
would probably suggest, regardless of the user goal, rules that involve the same technologies,
RecRules is able to establish, in high-level terms, what the user is trying to achieve with the
rules she has already defined. Such a feature can be glimpsed by qualitatively analyzing the
recommendations computed by RecRules. For a specific user (User 254), for example, we found
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Fig. 10. A partial view of the knowledge graph from which RecRules recommended R153 to User 254. R153 is
connected to R1987, i.e., a rule that is in the user’s training set, by means of 2 functionality paths that relate
both the triggers and the actions of the 2 rules.
the following recommended rule: “if my Nest detects a smoke alarm, then send me an Android
SMS (R153)”. By analyzing the training set for that user, we found that it contained “if my Nest
detects a carbon monoxide alarm, then send me a notification on my Google Glasses (R1987)”, that is
conceptually equivalent to R153 in terms of final functionality, i.e., “let me know if something is
wrong in my home”. Figure 10 shows a partial view of the knowledge graph built for User 254. Here,
R153 is connected to R1987, i.e., a rule that is in the user’s training set, by means of 2 functionality
paths that relate both triggers and actions of the 2 rules. The 2 triggers, in fact, share a common
OWL class in the EUPont model, i.e., Decreased Air Quality. Furthermore, also the two actions
“send me a notification on my Google Glasses” and “send me an Android SMS” share an EUPont class,
i.e., Send Message.
In another case, the recommended rule “if the door connected to my Abode system opens, then
set the temperature to x on the Netatmo thermostat” contained two technologies, i.e., Abode and
Netatmo, that the analyzed user had never used. However, the same user created the rule “if the
Nest Cam recognizes me, then set the temperature to x on the Nest thermostat”, equivalent to the
recommended rule in terms of functionality. Also in this case, triggers and actions are similar from
the point of view of EUPont.
6.1 Limitations
We are aware that the results presented in this paper could depend on numerous factors, including
the high degree of sparsity of the evaluated dataset. Unfortunately, differently from other domains
such as movies and songs, recommendations in the EUD are in their early stages. To the best of
our knowledge, the dataset of Ur et al. [55] is the only publicly available collection of IF-THEN
rules. A possible reason is that, excluding IFTTT, none of the most popular EUD tool publicly
share collections of rules created by different users, making it impossible to crawl data from such
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platforms. In our work, in particular, we unsuccessfully tried to crawl data from Zapier, Microsoft
Flow8, Tasker9, and Resonance AI10.
Even if further investigation is needed, however, we may conclude that RecRules opens the way
for a new class of recommender systems in EUD based on the actual end-users’ needs.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
In this paper, we tackled the problem of recommending IF-THEN rules to end users by present-
ing RecRules, a hybrid and semantic recommendation algorithm. Through a mixed content and
collaborative approach, RecRules exploits different path-based features and learning to rank tech-
niques, and it is able to interact with OWL ontologies to compute top-N recommendations. For the
semantic part, RecRules exploits EUPont, an ontological high level representation of trigger-action
programming. With such a representation, RecRules not only takes into account technologies
already used by users, but is able to recommend trigger-action rules on the basis of their final
functionality, i.e., the behavior that they aim to define. By exploiting a dataset of trigger-action
rules created and shared by real users on IFTTT, we demonstrated the effectiveness of our ap-
proach by evaluating three different learning to rank algorithms, and by investigating to what
extent the different path-based features affected the computed recommendations. Furthermore, we
showed that RecRules outperforms state-of-the-art ranking-oriented and semantic recommendation
algorithms, by demonstrating the potential of recommending by functionality.
This work opens the way for a new class of recommender systems in EUD based on the actual
end-users’ needs, rather than the involved technologies, brands, or manufactures. To overcome the
lack of available datasets in this domain, we are planning to integrate RecRules in a real platform
for composing trigger-action rules, with the aim of further assessing the benefits of our approach
in helping end users personalize their devices and web applications.
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